Robotics Safety and Behavior Contract.
Name_______________________________________________
1. I will work only with my assigned partner unless I receive permission first.
2. I will only work on my robot. I will not touch anyone else's robot or anything they are
engineering for their robot. I will not take parts from another student’s kit.
3. I will never play or roughhouse in the classroom. I understand that there is expensive
equipment all around the classroom and that I will be responsible for repairing or
replacing any equipment that gets damaged because of my negligence or misbehavior.
4. When working on my robot, I will stop working immediately if I or my partner drop a piece
on the floor. I will not resume work until the piece is retrieved.
5. I will only work on assigned projects.
6. I will treat everyone with respect. This means no put downs or bullying.
7. Food and drinks are not allowed in the lab.
8. I will make sure my area is clean and all materials put away at the end of each class.
9. Any science equipment (microscopes, plants, animals, etc) that is not part of the robotics
class is always off limits.
10. I understand that I must turn all my assignments in on time, and that if I am absent it is
my responsibility to get any missing work from Mr. Wolfe.
I will follow these expectations at all times. I know that continued or repeated violations of these
expectations may result in my being removed from projects, calls to my parents, calls to the
office, or being assigned detention.
Please sign and date:__________________________________________________
I understand what is expected of my student. I will help my student be successful in completing
the assigned work and in keeping the expectations for the class.
Please sign and date:__________________________________________________

